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In the Laboratory of Experience
Jim Leftwich
May 2023
Olympic Peninsula

In the Laboratory of Experience
Civil dusk waXwing Zokors
also Succulent Doppelganger
Zodiac Cauldron
sedulous Destabilize
stark carnage
doorbell Stritch
forecast selves
Fiber cartilage
dogbane Gubernatorial
dashboard festooned Giblets
dominant gastropods
Docile gaslight fumigant

Handlebars Foetid Gimlet
hogtied Gustatory
humidity crisp
hammerhead Untold
Itself Precipitation longtime Oblong
impeccable Liposuction

Keen Ludic
kilns Locust Karmic
Basking
mercantile
mitosis Bollards
muscadine Bylines

Connotations Beavers vehemently
Peroxide Vulnerable



due fallen Volatile Drilling rigs
Vitrine
Doubtful Slice futilitarian
Subsidiary focus
evergreen wholesome Regime
we Emulate Wolves
Fellaheen MaXimum
vistas Confusing
Brokered doubtless candy flares
Vetch secluded Garage
Dreaming Fogbound Gods
Fortuitously
Debut
seer Entangled Ear Retch

Pipelines crackers Rasp
ere rug red eerie
raspberry Econoline
putty cockles
Natural predators adjust Smelling
adjunct Sealant A
dusty Mutual
Aid Tape Vipers
Abscond with the compass
socioeconomic Astronomical
dusk hyperbolic
Succulent adjustable sunlit
Wintergreen minty
dormant Enchantment
decants Eucharist
Crisis of Clients

cackles Salamander
decocts
aflame Decibels

______________

Certain punctual errors
Percolate irrefutably



Masked beckoning nibbles
Muddied Blow Down
numismatist Lever
nut connectors
unambiguously Lichen
localities pummelling latchkey
Pedals Yuletide Tamarisk
Unintended

Yantra retelling the
story stir
Fried Wakefulness
boxing glove box
versions Decoded
beside Dire Dirge
behind Eyebrows
between weeks
before Remembering
beneath Breath
because Dirt
Douse Drupe Fire
storm music distort
frazzle distress feverish
drizzle decide divide
detail debunk
defend unbending
grizzly Diminish
gyre Dismiss
gale gunk galaxies
distrust gasoline
Depends flaming
ghost headquarters
Ghost Fire Dancing
Hidden
In the Gaps

Federal Alders Songbirds
Demagogic Auras salt cedar
duple Anachronisms Slithering
Archaic daemons
working Quit
elsewhere Workers Quit



equally Quitting Workers
everyday Quitting Work
The Right to Not Work
Elsewhere workers Resting
everywhere workers Relaxing

Eat traces erased
Tortoise
extort nor tantrum
Axiomatic
Voicing sleeping Cur
burly Creeping
Abbreviated implosions
Circling multiplied
Bellicose Fallacies
Baritone Choppers Chicken Vehicle
Bayonet barnstorming
baton Nutrients
backstabbing Mossy bourbon
bif horn misinformed sheepskin
femtoseconds of Glory
fully deepening aggrieved Gluts
dutiful free thinking Helix
Gulag helpmeet gambol
the fact of the matter
game time is
later than
you think
horticulture Deflowered
Following lower allowed
Swinging from the
gallows pole

orchestrated punctuated Impact Object
percussive Errant Wholesale Reduction
Pacific Yew auction yardsale
Vollmer's Lily Fawn Lily
Epic Romanticist garage band

Deflated feral Helicopters
Flinty chair maps baggage



Ordinary mind Proprioception
infinite oxbow Orgone beryl
Volatile Poems identify identity
daring October Revolution 1964
cabbage ambient charisma

We Embody cabbage
red wine daring
rote Deboned volatile
Fish allure infinite

______________

Byzantine Zephyr
Inserts
Nylon exotic
Magic City from
Birmingham to
Bedford
mercurial
Circumnavigated Mandible
Fierce
as Fireflies

Quench Each Etched cheese
which Seaside sandwich
zouk aquifer
zither pikas
Quivers evoked
Seamount
Quotes keystone species Such
Quavers primordial Stitching
What Symbiotic
whiskers Symbolize
water resistant Defies

Endgame endangered
Four dogs



Roaming Freelance
Recalcitrant
Bird feeders
Gastrointestinal
Bigger than Both of us
Think before you leap
tongues lolling

purple
Orchid insurgent Pickle
jelly crimps junkyard while
The cat Licks the
Back of my Fingers
medicinal
sound barrier newly
Mediated

defines
Dune baggy
Recreational Workhorse
Vagaries of
burrowing mammals Coincide
Demonstrable Geographical
witch hazel Embalming Resin
Estaminet Whalevine Tourniquet
eviscerated boneyard
Disjunct Variables
dividend Grasslands
earlier Teeming Eremites
Hold on to your hat
Grapple fastening Hooks
flocculent Hegemony
four in the Hand is worth
Fewer the Dew
Gambling with House Ponies
Dancing Serendipitous finality

______________



The Lost State of Mastiff Nebula
Shoes sigil Nausea
sleuthing dim Milk
screen denizen Macro
scissored Duty of Metamorphosis
Timing Manzello quicksand
Dervish Mudslide Dusting
Murky Distillations

Shoes helical Downtown
Sleuthing
hellbent Soccer
hummus Weatherproof
Wilting Stone Picnic Tables
Torments queued
Termites quorum
Rivers that flow north
To The Strait of
Juan de Fuca
Abyssal eXtra
benthic aXis
Nautical dusk broom
microcosm Climbing
mountaineering Cascades
Monocotyledon

Screen Hinged Herbivores
Scissored Hindquarters
Groceries green wings
Algebraic Gluttony

Timing Quilts
Quicksand
cinematic rifts
withholding

withstands
we stammer stamen stasis
exegesis amen hammering
einkorn electrical



epochal
klaxon
as zones of Stellar
Jays scree
debris desultorily

fire pits lush
fin de siecle
racket balk
fractured cork
rivets eidolon
flits Fire ants
Easter Tablecloth
gritting Torso
gecko Torqued
given Talus

howitzer grapheme firm Honeysuckle
finch Heliocentric
halibut hellion hillside hoople huts

institutions Ink launch
alpine Inch Ouch
Coral Grinch and Grouch
fold moral pinched wink
Null couch pines lunch
built Bolt Baltic beckons

doff Former land bridge
event horizon wafts Fraught
upslope drought
Debauch Derange Delight
Deploy soundscapes Freight
and Free range meat

woofer Frolicking
drooling Gaffe
Detente taurine Eulogy
Wallops



Rollicking
Wool gathering intent
Edifice Demented
Soothed Defrosted
venemous
firecracker speaking
Foosball Billboards
beachballs above
the tree line
On the boulevard
Of brokered Drams
gathered oligarchy briar patch
abandoned railroad
trestles galloping
blisters grammatical
torsion suzerainty
gentrified

Gibbous Higgs
boson harbinger gripping
Gears

______________

Efficiency bisects
The prioritized vernacular
Pinched cheese conceptual
Portal and potato
Speaking infatuated liberty
Limps habitual piano
serenity Broccoli
Quiche Chum
ersatz Historical
Fuming Chinook rhythms
quartz humming Cosm
Coho perennial blimp
Extant Poetic Thickness
apparatus curated extent

particle Time



public Relational
Dominant mutability
squat Wren posh
Quadrangle
quintuplets
quarter tones

whispering berrings
whorled turtles
winnowed nowhere
wearied excesses
waxing extract

Embedded emerges
choice Canadian Jay fresh
cane of sugar experiences
calendar tech havoc

residual found
finch processes

Thinkable rustling
dancing stories iterated
trampoline sitting
Temporarily Guar gum
intentional spine
Chaos stocking hat gremlin
gestures porous
haberdasher perplexing
glittered horribly

i muttering
Mumbling i

proletariat
pistachio Linguistics
stammering
Melodic Magma memorabilia



Postponed
burbles
Merits Beliefs Unseen
venting improvisational
Corporatist
vectors

dogma salted Chef
skin Chieftain
dialogues gravel Grappling
Zero Dove Streamflow
Societal fluttering
We Rhododendron
We Enthusiastic strewn We
Eschew cashews
Revetment cutting Wedge
Cleft Omega
Refinished Equivalence

filibuster We Unique
forsythia thyroid
Deluxe invisible examination
Finicky Divination Spanning
Forever plasticine
Earthly overachieving

gulf chains Glitters
Yet Pacific Yew tools
marathon chewing
Canadian Mayflower honed
Gulch stumbling
Unknowable
Ingredients Omnivore

fluted Complexity
Wholly divested partitioned
Pie castle overall marmoset
languages rudely hewn
Decentralized structural Flux
scriptural Vireo



peculiar Groans growing
Vocabularies Disciplining
Fluorescent bodies

Gorgon Hellenic
accumulating grumbled fortune
telling Mundane
Seeking fonds Vending
Deep water fuchsia
Goldilocks foot locker ice box
Extemporized Foundationless
Waterfalls endemic

Red linear Beehive
Nordic idiosyncratic follicles
Germane Finesse
Grimes terminate pastiche Romaine
aspects Gourds Bailiwick
constraints Grim Falconer
mesmerized Slopes
Encyclical Rubefacient

______________

Literature is a peripheral
resistance also an
abridged pivot & an
intervention among resources
Hallucinations leveraged
Polluted resonances
Gullet Housel
My microscopic
Marked Generative AI
negligent arroyo
Knives gambit
Unburdened theory
Dubiety studiously tourniquet January
effluvium Disbalance Juggling
dusty June razor wire



destabilization Metazoan
Delve juggernaut,
knobs collated
Inability knolls Triumphalist
Kilobyte Tricycle otherstreaming
Tinnitus Shroud tentatively
precise calamity
Apparitions Yanked
Polycrisis Timeworn
integrity

Quid pro quo Sliding
duo Wrinkled Squid
eccentric Regurgitations
erstwhile whodunnit
Repugnant sulks
Errata Due Winter quintet
Desultory pulpit
solipsistic Ambiguous
decidable Anachronous
doctrinal Assiduous
Dialectical Amphibious
crumbling duplicitous Coho

Exacting zeal Unboxing
yield Mixed wills
Contributions crux
cod Sad Dud
Fish guts flutter
Continue dusting Concocted Dirt
freeing feels
Dime Sullied fonts
Grimace remnants
Fish Fluid flashing Gash
However Gluttonous
Earthy ruins
teething Early Wounds
Rewind the Earth Withheld
fiddling from the first
Navigating Value
edict walrus Fatuous



weather-beaten Facticity
We are as Ripe as a Ruins
Wherefore Rhetorical
ethereal wheatpaste ratchet
Weird valves & wolves
Divisive Sequestered Vitrine
Suitcase Sponges Demonium
values Duopoly Sunken Floaters
Gilded absent Clarion
Clipperton Zone Eludes weevil
Robber Estuary ruminative
Jamboree deduced

Ioose engine is
interpretations Unfurl
intrepid Upper Oblique Poetics
On loan ostensibly
jettisons Blatant Koan
Jostled
Misreadings

Notwithstanding
mandatory Build Northwestern
Black Cottonwood ,Mulled
Hubris Jarring chandelier
kaleidoscopic
Yeast Underhanded
lyrical Yarn Unintended
is an indication of
Sky Unidentified
blue bulk birds authenticity
yielding handful
squeezing promises
financial piano aperture
upstaged Tantalus opposing
Icarus nuanced
isosceles uncut pandemonium
On the mountainside with
His rock like a Liver
immediate cadenza interference
Sisyphean discriminatory Valuables



Pressurized realistic Fictions
everywhere is the non-existent
Center of the Universe
Emergency reluctant Guilds
embattled radios Guided
every Fetter for itself

______________

Fiddled sweet cattle and
Irrigated ribbon moss
Banal celebrities reduced
To protagonist contaminant
Paradox mountainous
Mouths jousting Linen
Joist karst Listing
Intellectual Oregano
Olives inflected
politicized
Pleasure Unanimous
loamy chaIlenges
Contemporary
Lowland course
Proximal
Ebbing Udder Worries
ushers Herring
Sockeye Hatchet
spasms Notch
Niche authentic
a Hibiscus ajar
switch Untimely
we are an Understanding
we have an Understanding
we pulse Emboldened
Uselessness
Ripening core
Resilient king day if Fisher
images Fecund
if Feral drudgery
Stalks Fiery
Fragile spinach tentacles
jumbled Many Declines



thundering Footwork
changes container
basalt Mechanical
collide commencing
exiles Nasal
Rigid grids rigged
stripes funnel
furrier Embolism
falls failing
Economic Creek Glossy
Cedar Grainy Orchard
gerunds Pasture
Topographic Galaxy
Ruthless Thematic Harness
toothpick Yearling Choice
tarot Nutmeg ventilated
chorus chip elk evidently
Gleans hearing Near
Kitchen immense

Yearly Inseminated Upon
origin longitude the Tiny
Green worm with its
Red face rounded to
Pleroma and willing slip
I am not the golden spider
Dangling from the rim
Of my oval glasses
Precision latitude
pomegranate
Pandemic Urgency
popsicle Yet illustrious
implements oxidized
your ore or ours
Our Cutthroat catch
Optimum
Time Is running away
Taboo coy Reversal
examined wilding Totals
Truth is Trickier
Than the River returns
ear for a Tongue
And Yet



Tartar enigma wigs
try Red rye Edicts Galore
bloated Coarse Vernissage
By the fog of dire Goads
dome fenestrated
Elgin Refusals Romp
return to reimagine
what the ancients
left unremembered

corsage
sprinting
treading
broiling
pruning
wringing
scrubbing
roughage
footage
postage

Retrofitted Freeform snarl
straddles linguistic chasm
reveals vacant
vicissitudes rubberized

Virtuosity retired from waging

______________

Blanched non cuisine
Agglutinated edifice
Perched on a bean
Teetering
Lately cut
we Vapor
Commitment Vocational
Dump evaporate
Slick indigenous diploma shrub



divvied
ingenious guardian language
susurrus diaspora
Delicatessen spurred
groceries cleft
desired Biomarkers
Extremophile transactional
headwaters crescendo Tremolo
shedding intimacy
Shredded Taxonomic inventory
Yapping splendid
juke box Likely Pursuits
my Analysis
my Yellow Squirrel
Laundry walks
bunched climactic
intimations curling Lucid
durable inoculations
Lambasting melodic Post
Office library book
Store seabed
Ionosphere Orchid Pleated Iapses
Euphonic Regurgitated Grammars
Gingerly on the Rose
frankly physiological spheroid

Breakfast
5 ounces of Pink Salmon
1 avocado
2 bulbs of black garlic
---- with cayenne pepper
3 banana nut muffins

steelhead frequent Governing
markings inadequate
Flocks of Wormholes immemorial
Who can believe it?
I'm telling everyone
Who will listen. Don't
Believe a Word.



Express shadows fueling
Future waiting

We Recite Estimations
risks cited under Water
established Fauna errands
Flora extends unblemished
voices vigilant
variously viable
victories vulnerable
Firmament mingling intonations
vicarious courts
Wintering Centuries
membranes Drifting
with the Weather
benches Trumpeting Recline
subspecies Trumpeting Recuse
Rescind Trumpeting Recourse

cobalt Training Reels
Training Manual Remedial
headlamp Trailhead biodiversity
Toehold novelty
Yawp
Training lamppost headboard

feel We Eels Feel
Eels we
Feel

We Empathize caesura Extraction
Chromatic songs We Excavate
Blends Reverberate
Molecules along Patterns
Synthetic bends
Syllabic Iexical pylons layered
corpses & Fuzzy cast
Oxyrhynchus Persistence
Unidentified Fleeting Objectives
Ludic scrimshaw Acknowledgements
boundaries Reckoning



blurry Adjustments Timber
Enthusiastically Telepathic

______________

Fell In Compelled
June 2023
Great Basin Desert, Nevada

Fell in compelled
to cajole memories
jostled from within
teamwork & mention
on the avenue of
Liquid sterility as
Seen on Valerian
TV twelve ventures
reluctant Validation
redundant virility
trebuchet Butane
Intoned sponge dove
Diet zero

rabbit Brush Tepid Roost
biscuits habituated
Gush and gelid

A spoonful of liberty
In the melting rain

because midnight is
timeless fretting
Garbanzo hummus
Rubbish seemingly



Trembling Aspen
Rugged Clues sundry
blood of the dragon Cognition
shirtsleeves Circular
deciphering sturdy
studies sundried
we ignite the rood
rood We agitate the Room
we irritate the
Root Quaking
organelles polemic
Oz I'll lizard Oz
patterns Outstretched Ionging
Sharp cowl Lion's tooth
kit fox hills Leaking
sunny monochrome
mysterious nouns among
microbial owls Nous &
mild non
Among vowels
Loud like an amplified Oud
automated bait &
Twitching olio tomato

oil loitering
oil boiling
lingers long
perceptions
pleated lungs
plump lumps
Nurturing
Scaly
Turds

adept byways
slimy seep
allays septum

Rooster crows at The
Hydrate resuscitate
the tractor cull



Epiphytes Resistor
we recast windrows
fern ditch
damp Dandelions
gully Dendrite swivel
gothic housecleaning
Seedlings
From the hip Drip
Drip dripping drips
highland Deer browse
home & Deranged

firewheel sulphur fruitful Filtering
Enough effortful surplus
Coarsely wilts dutiful
feline bark phlox
effectual Slough of Spond
to respond faithfully
and despond fallible
adapt afterimages
frail dragging
Wails

twittering groundbirds
torching the dust
we wither too soon
Webbing around
crescent batch Noctilucent
Mercury secret
machine sublimations
calx Curious Moisture
couch Merger Calix
masque Calque
Mosquito nucleus
calliope musicology
crumbly Mycelium
crooning Moonrock
Fireweed Groansome
Sparkling lollipop
gulch flour salt Hitch
dollop Halibut
dropper Hemistich



subliminal fault
Glitchfest Annual
gaseous ashen
aspirin peril appearances
apprenticed acclimates
experiential mentation
experimental cache
avuncular avatar
ravioli vat tar
embellish
ravine ravages
Ecstasis

tarot iterated
Remit emissions
abate aerator
roar algae temple
engender triathlon
tempest arrears
remote griot

nodules put on the horse
Flair out in
Hairspray gunwale
Gypsum Unfold Hoh River as
silhouette as
sassafras as
somnambulant as
sleeveless dressage
Adventitious slipcase
credence soul
patch stairwell dwelling in
solitary sensorium
As susurrus
serried

perilous experiments
experiential weariness
esophagus
sagacious & contagious
esemplastic



worn semes elastic
burnt slumming wit
witty burnt scavenging
witty slimmer burnt

acquainted with the
available quietude
alpha cabbage mirror
my quaint fiat table

slumbering wanders
swervice winding
were warned
scurving who ice
why winging
it was high
octane recipe

Predominantly
Aesthetic Abdominal
infuriating functional
confirmed
aeronautical

are arena area are
innovation vessels
vehicles individual
forever chemicals
training manuals
reading training
training musicals

To run division on
The groundwork
Aided by vise
grips ruined by
forks are Drowning



Wavering almost
ere Read almost
three mile almost
Island to almost
Chernobyl almost
Rereading almost
triples per almost
pervasive almost
Losslessly almost
but we lost almost
was Detroit almost
other ways almost

pleasingly up up
perfervid furs
obstinate Chokeberry
Escape landscape
Fire escape Inscape
Weasel by the
cup Easel Weevil
furious malaise
On the back of his
Jacket a nod to
Jimmy Carter

Vertical bulb Baclava
Beclaws Nurse stump
Mongrel whole Grail
Beast of Mururmururs
Batten the verb beets
go Gone Bean of Eggs
Bat bet bit bot but but

Gerontological
outcome odyssey
Transformed domestic
Solitude betwixt just
intonation Grit boat
Gritting teethy bloat
grunting grime and
teasing bones



Tigers
By any other tale

Blistering listen no
phone is ringing
Get a job How do
You expect to feed
yourself such a
Packaging of Lies

Highway to your
hewn Enough Wounds
rhythmic melodies pieces
perfect pieces

______________

Launch poems wrapped
In wooden serenity
Within the scripture of
Austere philosophical
Spagyrics illustrious
Moth leg perk leg perk
Timbrel Yacht recasting
twice Useless bract
by underestimating Once
Umbrella luck
point of view Of Interest
pint Of vow or
pink of Cow Utter lip
Or cowl of Itchy
towel The Rumbling
Enochian Rustling Whorl
Winks Everlasting

Refined remnants Myopia
ululations yuck gulp
Insidiously Occipital



licking under Pianos
imperceptible mopping
Floppy Land Mollusk
cue bluntly the
maintains our endless Worlds
emblem Wavering
Earshot Recalcitrant
younger cathected Yurts
Italicized oubliette Pragmatic
Consider curved centerpieces
Sloping iota stationary
Iuxury folksongs
Facilitate Gas pumps
dwarfing fire Gyres
decaying gendarmes
dogwood bloom and Droop
guardians Fossilized
Chlorophyll Flamboyant
hyphenated Freestyle
homogenous Gusto
hallelujah Floppy Grotto

an ambient poetics of
collegial aggregation
henchmen Dirtier Feet
halogen Deeper dogfish
gates of meteor
feted dalmatians Queen
Anne's Lace awaits
Dish soggy
Asleep Series
Detours of Fate
caliper meatless banquet
Each an Ache
equal surfaces Elated
canoe cozy
marvels allure
radiates center cooling
Aloe Elevation Adonis
Research Elbows
Sirocco Rorschach
Member to Remember
Crucible excision



clubmosses
verb forms Deviate
From firm forms on
average curbed Moses
Flux Boundary
caliber Conscious
Virtuous barnacles
Caribou Voluptuous
burnished cartilage
varnished furniture
Branches bourbon
Damocles fencing
Buke and rebuke
door floor cucumber
calibrated cul de sac
vetch carpeted
Bench nor lumber
Fukushima Gazing
Drifting adrift

Faded gradual Fire
hydrant gate habitual
gourmet folderol
Harrowing hatchet
Roof Tropes Yarrow
Calcitrant to Recalcitrant
Upgraded Tyrants Gyre
delusional arrow fling

Unbalanced reasonings
Unwelcome narwhals
Unbecoming grueling
Vugg as upon
Uh
Um
Up
Ur
Us

Coin bean suitable
For argent parole



Porch cheese Oink
disparity in illogical
pajamas a rarity in
The Land of the
Isosceles Poem

Alleyway transfixed flotation
Terrarium Emphasis
Rectilinear variorum
roles centered stasis
statistics annotated
Doubloons Festooned
given fake horns balloons
Corn Flakes Dust
Fustian cake
Blooming
gallons of forlorn
Bloated splinters Gear
Bears Goons Flint
Gore Five spoons
bigger than the
final finial

Nitrogen Broom mantle
bordering nasal
myopic cryogenics
brooding nitpicked
neonatal mood
managerial Basement

burin nine more
Knuckles lip
letteral apertures
lone pine needles
loopy corpuscle
long wine trial
pure & morsel
as a moral Onion

lion clot pupil



point loot gills

Torpedo tornado tantrum
technique rampant Granules
tourniquet of galoshes

rappel rippled reveling
greeds We sacrifice pew
tanker economy
warehouse Ware
House we tankard scar
and face and weary anti
flooding needs whole
choice of millions dome

Cavalierly themselves
Encapsulates veering
Youthlessness Utterly
Unbeknownst Openly
unferior lemmingsless
Neurological demure
Roy the King Said Dust
femur Disk Soy sings
decision incision
Rusty plaid cision
from the joy of
murmurs
quizzical we Excise
Crepuscular
vertex Boson
adversarial versatility
nor capillary
Power Bemong us

Not bad Between
versus Beyond
Searing Deeply
Fine fumes fin
sorted Feral
inferal and



subferal the
dusty Flanges
of difference

memories of
woolen serendipity
everafter Freestanding
everentered Rewithstanding
emptying Remembrance
Recollected Wrecks
Collected
In tranquility
Quilting
On a train

rattling tolling
riffling
raffle Granulated
filtering

Reawakened
if the Forest is steadily falling
ferrous
heatwave filaments of
figments of our imagined
Nation feral prolonged
stylized circular serpent
gossiping behind
It's own back
horizon the horizon
is long and circular

underhanding akin
outliers widespread
our own skin stands
opportune detuning

______________



His suitcase is written
in spyglass gravity techne
A species of sun marble salvia

Standing arose crowded
stilts codifies dirt Verifiably
Distant if festering
finesse frame Vamp
Giraffe Balloon
Gestural Filament baton
Girth Fragments blame
Haggles shirtless
Homeward Enough
Half Oral tsunami Pristine
interwoven onward Pawing
Logo Perambulator
Inner camera oxen wind
wiccan chimera
The unfacted analysis of
Current Events spewing
From the AM radio
eroded flew flesh
riposte eukaryotic who
embarks rodeo relish
tamarind post haste
Reaper Epic Romanticist taste
renewed raw raiments
wherever rides the Road

Sightings Abut aspersions
sandy hours
faceted orbit

Abbreviated vulnerable
harmonies matriculating
soul soil sails falutinbrow
A spotted
Sunflower a
Symmetrical Analysis level
common sense catalyst



cast house of semiotics
coveted ambergris
attached caucus
choice authenticity
marsh Via attentive
Viaduct pliable
varmints mink coach
bamboo asperse
buffer abscond
amiable viaduct
baccalaureate
bat chin snatcher
continuing Islands
secret perimeter
at a secreted location
location excursion
rail Excursion wobbly
predators predation
Einkorn Roustabout
fondue Highway
formidably Halfway
fountain hue
fire on burnt mountain
digestive Foreclosure
glandular Fibrosis
Brisk wicket
wobbly Natalism
handmade nesting
hired hand hewn noir
nexus hurling
hammer natal
Bobbles Gnomon since
gopher bobbles
bubbling numen no
bagatelle gnomon
frets pandemic
fronds crucial
frogs extension
fraternal insecure
freely consistent
friable extrapolation
famous potholes
mesmerized
Feeling feet



fleet eels
fueling wheat what
A deal

Equivalent scenes
Letteral
In a heap of riches

whole while world
weave got
fold in three halves
where the finality
forwards work unfound
Lack
fire air
fare apparel
fine addendum
file arrangement

Safer after pirates
curated unique
vertebrae
pyrrhic city
port & report dimly

louvered boon
drought looming
distinguished
projective
objectionable
brick laying trajectory
track record adjacent
ejected siege
Bantam Onslaught
bullhorn Numbing
bumbling bullfrog
Siege dejected
Bran Flippers Gallery
Saran wrap in the
House of Ballerinas



Rally flaggers
Grappling
earth water
Wedge sage
fire wind Coyote Mint
Our defacted political discourse
Vamoose blacktail deer
egg dream Gleaming legs
boll weevil bodies Controlled
vicarious thaw
wherefore vicinity Box Nix

Notched marmot nosing
barren Niche looks like a
very Very Big squirrel with
A bushy tail botch barrel
null introrse Myth Vein
catalogue Bristlecone
Pines thrive at altitudes
Higher than this with
vacuum Meanders
vat vest vise vote
nastier tandem Vapid
iatrochemical Bachelors
nostrum Cadmium blue
balderdash Disentangled
cumulative Vichyssoise
burnt Textual
carbon bitcoin burnt
Nautical
Verbena Nudged
oceanfront Pablum
Lazarus Kine Bonfire

New Hat For a While
Episodic who go
where Rivers run
Through last year's hat
Go Mingle on the Moon
Juvenated & rejuvenated



Knot Lots iota
Blot deeply viola
escalating Vertical seeds
vistas vicarious volume
cleft voracious Xeric Cleaning
vulnerability Clear vicarious fritillary
Gray crayola rotting
To deem & redeem
Skies & islands are Universal
O dusty quincunx dispersed

______________

 Directly schism myrtlewood
pistachio sorghum clinic
Turtles urban shrub  
Boat octaves domestic
Turbo encompass
Trout Trefoil
Typically Yawning
Nuevo Yeti
by the Jewels of
Skyward upholstered Jicama
uncanny unseen Unbuttered
ill-mannered
Optical
Oil and water

legumes written in
the gratitude of
iconography
weakly Emulsified
quickening Exhaust
Quivering wash dexterity
serried Circulatory
Apex adventuring Celsius
Influx specific
vividly plots
ersatz square foot
Haven



fathom Range Diabolical
tomorrow thumbing
Thimbleberry Orange
robotical botanical
yoga panics
club and borrow
canopy vivid Barbaric
varsity Navel verdant
nutrients Versatile
baubles bumbling
multiple neural
mirrors
bearing Nervous system
We bouillon basinet
model petal stole
Curtains Maintain
canola Nurtures
granola Futures
furrowed Hemoglobin
gulf of flint perplexing
juggling Disturbed
knockwurst Dagger
Kinesthetic Doodles
astringent Rest
areas Uninterrupted

Terrestrial Organelles
rhyolitic poultice
Octopus pulse
oxygen Poetics Ozone
paragrapheme oxbowed

Lump dejected
limitless Kneeling
lamplight Keening
Inch under Itch Orangutans
intuitively Known
ject & reject
Humidities of June
Juxtapositionings



rotting stings of the Holidays
treeing the Enigma
Ennui Withheld
derelict Edifications
restitution
Routes of Timelessness
your River
Burns

ferreting Bites
buffered missives
training manual glass
ringleaders Tripwire
hedonic Toothache
Harried spreaders
survives riven Hymns
avalanche of lances
softened heavenly
Boilerplate Platonic

Who
bystanders
Hydraulic
diameter
Joy of
Daylight

Shuttered
fever Multitudes
impervious
to Iongitude
yak llama
up down alpaca
pendant Microcosm
Locomotive
jackrabbit Lovefare
tortoise of the desert
sneezing razors

Emptying Retinal Virile



Faux vial air Conditioned
balustrade Veiled Nimbus
vacancy Newfangled
Versus narrowcast swerve
nor a Greening of the
American Commons
vehicular Grandiosity
glitch Recuperates
Emptiness
Tape transfers erasure

______________

Affixed to the formal
Virus inside
Serrated irregularities

Primal irreligious yogurt
With wolf zucchini
autobiographical grief
Of linguistic pasta Pennies
if octagonal Puppies
Uncanny and
ostensible

union of Habitual
gaffe Happenstance
folly helm Fiscal
half Fifth
filch in harder

frigid druid
Dog dig fog rig
sheets of consciousness
and streams of sound
Grid gob
Hog hub
Hid



quintessential
tulip fangs
who are you today?
wonders of nurture
wind in the whining
wrangle drips
Wormy was
a Wanderlust
without us

we have
Until
Enough is
Either leapt or
enter at your
Own risk

Or
pour it on
tripping point
Tea ping
pong Puffins
troubador
Of
The Heathens
shut the
Hidden
door

Aimless enough
harbinger Helpmeet
affable Huffing
affiliated Hapless
gulf stream
Gutless
Meat & Greed

agility albeit
gauged Albedo



gesundheit
gabbro regal
return to sunder
gate & fragile

route half pith
troubador
tiger rivet
Rice of grinning tigers
trap door grinder
truck stop cinder calf
new naive wound
whales thrive
wiles given
welts travel
worries movement
worms seldom
hefty shorts
silver slivers
shivering

alright rhythmic abacus halts
afterburner gardens
edge crusher testimony
eyebrow brown bowtie
Tumbler in the Rice

Rumbling hedgerow
wedged crafty and
Airtight
Iconic gauntlets
Crashing the
materiality of the
text t-bone
emotive redux
terrapin emergent
rivulet of time

once the green choices whatever
happened to their horses bring a



book just in case if only brains
could talk

reinsinuated rattan
rattles epiphytic
frothing aerial
Bulk mantra

segments conversant in
democratic ascendancy

wandering Nemophilist
Temporary autonomous
Trailhead headwaters
melancholic & porous
Tryptophan inhabits
eternally wet hands

octofishing Point Of
Intention Granulates
Dark-Eyed Junco
Flooding fair Deserts

fasteners ash
Dashboard terns
vast everlasting
Brash basketry
brandishing
wistful ditch
& wash

Mindsettler before
Lantern red
deeds auctioneer heath
hyporheic ossa dripping
Split and soaked
quitters never spit
aforementioned



loaf as a leaf
floating like a fleet

After astrological dusk
After Fast trope lust
Eternal nyctophiles
stargazing bursa
tasty tones and tarps

scind and rescind
extended invitation
To the teapot

______________

Attenuated mussels
scarcely oceanic
Sublimity nor Truisms
Of talus and scree
Supple Debits vault
Five veils Evenly
pilgrims deeply
boggled in the mud

there are acres by
the instant on the
freeway of guaranteed
political methods

Rods &
Reeds Esquire
freedoms requisite
Toadstools
& Requiem

two minutes gloriously woven



into the unseen disappearance
of colorful accidental information

Margarine narratives
Occupied by
Situational brevity

twilight stumbling
questing tumbleweeds
Quincunx Minders
And reminders
earlier Toothpicks & pickles
Yantra mantle piece
tuxedo Union
old lintel ways
oil lantern uniformly
pie by night
Pie by day
rug Heft Filler
Goodnight

Exempt instructions
Coin aged installations
Reddish fishnet
Challenges Garage brands
prescribed Gimcrack
periodic Gerrymandering
bulldozers
nodding probity
brimming nodes
bastardized nexus

Gardening Homemade
chablis Renewal
greenery hustling
Tinder cut Exemplary
Celtic Colt Cult
Salt and Silt
proposals Withdrawal
leafless photosynthesis



springtime rubles toasted
wastrel worsted troubles
trampoline
datura stream
sapience

admonished stands
calendar succulent
Factional magick crust
punks fending parcels Fermented
mud flaps linguistic baggage
freely unloaders curated
anathema rhinoceros
given groceries
Ancestral environmentally
Friendly odor control
System garrulous
agility
chronological
camembert

sentences key
Oral saltpeter
dampening
administer
dawdle symbolic
subjugated dutiful
salivating differentiated
fodder semiosis
askew closure
assuage signage
assimilate sustainable
dorsal supine fluid
dwindles fearsome
Dremel Fixity

westerly Utopia
ink pink zinc oink
plumbing unintended
Inner monsoon spigot
Ungulate witticism taps



previous dog
fig Bruxism Basmati
Hugs Enumerate
negotiated averages
venal banal primal
balsamic nocturnes
Mainders & remainders
In the Violences
Of Written Language

Combustion fostering
greeny flower nibbling
generic club corona
Frenetic generative
fairgrounds
Grub Damp Solve &
Resolve Gambols
fables Excessive
Wings & plums
prioritized workplace
Elevating dove flop
Bathos regression
goals & fantasies
Hazardous Gaps

fleeced Hellenic
ferocity endurance
gamut cultural
durable curiosity
expository rotary
recumbent Twinkles
peripheral Reeking
Ectoplasmic Wormholes
Riffling Fingerless
Gloves fillip Gnosis
fitting sausage Orca
ill-suits punctuated
copies Pentagonal

internecine companies
Iupine Cigarettes Venom



crux of Vitality fettuccine
candid stairway
clandestine systemic
few Eschew Winnowed
wiper blades Receptivity
wrapping Paper Cudgel
bivouac caveat culverts Bacchic
ventilation ensures caviar ballad
of Nimble voids blearing
moralizing civet cats
mock turtles vanitas
beta neurology
vehemently ballast
vocational balance

Filing Grabber Flexed
daft flummox heralded
fief perpetrated
flimsier dogma

The premium flailing
Poetry of Really
Filling draft grief
With filibuster
And rubber stomach

______________

Memory cabbage slugfest
Incurable parrot sap
in casserole custody
boycotting bling blotted
Gobbling Bobbin
Reunify
my what a
Hat hot hath
Green on the Junket
Sash and a
Half



hirsute suit
hear suite

Germane
Germ rain
edamame
Riprap

gruff hominy
Yalta traduced
deuce of harts
How deep
How dare
How be
they are
They were
They are
The Years jointly
Yes Teeming anoint only
Yet is no amount
Yearn Unless
On account of
Piggy eight
our home in the rain

Ousted iffy utmost
literature & steed
Yonder tumult
Titmouse jiffy light
perfect for the
spirit of memory

rumor mummy
Gumdrops
Vaporous Dumpster
Game ball
Quorum Gory quips
Gripping squall



quit
Genetic quit
Barometric questioning
we are Before the wind
Beech font properly
Ebb & Beep
We are Behind the
Wind Beyond
Winter how & who
hint quilt
Shoes among them

terra firma Reunited
tea partial animal
baggage up the
Tree feral terminus

Salvific escape knelt
public saliva
Full time pacific
Tirement & retirement
melting Republic of Mimes

Escargot Grub nachos
vermicelli Meatballs
Moussaka veal
Gnocchi mustard
Waffles noodles
Shrimp Shrimp
soup vinegar eggs
Chicken ravioli
onions Yams
milk okra oysters
Butter & loaves
fish fruits cows
Omelette rutabaga
lima beans
Butter beans Rye
minestrone



tea ginger
tarragon
basil
Rabbit
roots & vines
Feathered Dogs
briar patch
reality Engine

______________

Variable ricotta intervenes
intentional anchovies
clambering calamari
Clamor of the Gulls
since the climate militia
Normalcy Malingers
howbeit
timeless sniffing sorties

kilt limitless
melting Lilts
semicolon
Unsurpassing
Iodine smelt
Purple radio
built seismic
bacon wheels

we percolate imperiled
millions of shoes
to educate the future

as Goes the Alphabet
Wasps Anonymous
wanton Angelic
wisp Whispering
unbeknownst We Emit



unbelievers Egg roll
irrigated Orioles
top hats hatched
Tip at Two Pointed
Teardrop soup
Over & over Time
Out of Mindset
beware the
Friendliest Bandersnatch

beholden crests
Happening hosts nor
wire river molten
abscess

Thought
the Thoughts
Read
reading as
thought

exceptional fires evince
a shortened breakdown

latex esteem hospitality
rescued potable tuition
Exposed closer Anthem
storms exponential
familiar keep gong
reporting exploitation
gratuitous Displaced
environmental rebuke
Gravitas Ramshackle
Genetic technician
Messianic Designed chatting
bolsters Facade
Northeastern smoke
Alarms orange fire
Hydrants



tow Haul celebrated
flavor Hail ham hoe
doorhandles Greying Rusty
Governing gruff candies
inconspicuous Comprising
durable Pliable columnar
saIal slumbers Limberbush
messier knot commemorates

infrastructures grown like
food or milk past a handful
of experiential environments

lavender
limiting knack modular
quaking aspen

ricochet solipsistic
Itch Latch Consumes
Sinusoidal orbs
formalist naked
Lightning glitch Referee
Sinewy Fashion

Epoxy Radial tornadoes
swept regained
penstemon rootlessly
captivates recrimination
Telephones responded
Nihilist acquisitiveness

pretextual
pancreatic facing
forgettable sinuous dimmer
Summery Nadir
Fuschia Foreboding
Glimmering scum
felicity spindle Gentian



sea stacks & grackles
grips Reap Earnest
magenta Rankles
educed Assembled
Gneiss else Wrested
Wasabi counterfactual
sensuous facture

spiral Anchored Formidable
Seasonal Apex surfictional
panacea cerulean
fluctuate Apply formaldehyde
phlox Gastric cactus
guarantor spinal
Dividends

______________

gratitude of the intellect / optimism of the will
June / July 2023
Great Basin Desert, Nevada

gratitude of the intellect
optimism of the will

haunch Naugahyde
Goblin highchair

Jambalaya playa
Jetstream Exactly

omelette Quiche



pisces
Paradoxical ingle
Lampshade

do it your yore selfless
do it For nothing
going on a Cosmos
exoteric route
extractive canal
Eggheader wingtipper
Grimacing Reaper
game of existential
Thrown into This
Atchafalaya River delta
haute couture Alfalfa
By Exalted heap
by asphalt sleeper
analyzed Lies
By Winehourglass
by Western Civilization its
Eternal Non-existence
estrangement Umbilical
exacerbated Icons
realistic Intentions and
realistic expectations
Open to page one of
The Expropriated Oilskin

too much to
much to too
two Expletive
My Prioritized
Cypress-Tupelo
Gravitational waves
Jesus Dream flowers tinkle
morphic Centralized
microphone resonance
Mythopoeic Velcro
mirror Vane
Chicken
In a balloon
Moon Coolant



Comes with its own
Calendar

Come wither on
cone hinterlands
corn Cornered
Excitement cavernous
encountering perplexity
counter
discount
countercultural
recounting
account

disturb
discuss
disappoint
discover
disabused
dismaying
distributed
dismiss
disjunct
flect
pend
distend

valedictorian yardsale Feathery
Corrupt diction salivary
Devastating amino analysis
mired Gap quasi
traduced deduction
My disappointments recounted
Unexamined geysers
paralyzed inflections
Uncovering covert
Pulsars minimized
pending loess Orbital omits
victory lapse excluded


